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1. FAQ
1. Should we be assembling a team or submitting alone?
We wrote the RFQ with the assumption that we’d be hearing from developers interested in specific
districts or product types. That said, we’re certainly open to hearing from teams, too. There will be
absolutely no disadvantage to respondents who are not part of a team, however.
2. Will the shortlist be public?
Yes.
3. How many acres are available for project?
109 total, in the two distinct districts described in the RFQ.
4. Is the Navy presence growing?
Yes. The Navy, which currently has approximately 3,500 mostly civilian employees at the Navy Yard,
is in the process of expanding its workforce by approximately 2,000 employees.
5. What other development projects are currently in the pipeline?
Liberty Property Trust is completing their last project at the Navy Yard, a fourth building for Wuxi
AppTec on Rouse Boulevard. A California-based developer currently has two properties under
agreement; one is intended to be an adaptive reuse of an old barracks to a full service luxury hotel
and the other is intended to be an extended-stay hotel. A Philadelphia-based developer is building a
facility for Iovance Biotherapeutics on a site adjacent to Central Green park.
6. One of the criteria for evaluation is a developer’s approach to achieving diverse and inclusive
participation (including certified minority, women, and disabled-owned businesses). Are there
specific requirements that they must adhere to (by law or ordinance) when selecting businesses
or is this more of a general theme for us to address?
We have not specified requirements in the RFQ. However, diverse and inclusive partcicipation in
equity, design, construction, staffing, and operations is of critical importance.
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7. What are the dimensions of the existing historic buildings?
During the RFP portion of this process, we plan to make available to short-listed teams all materials
we have, including historic plans, images, and studies that have been completed over the years.

Dimensions

Gross square footage
Number of floors
Floor plate
Year built

# of columns (interior)
Column spacing

Typical column diameter

Story height
Slab thickness

Design live load (PSF)

Building 83

Building 624

527,072

894,048

182' x 362'
8

111,756

1919

1941

8 x 17

20' from column center to column
center. Spacing varies floor to floor to
the extent that column diameter varies
between floors.
Floor 1: 40"

Floor 2: 36"

Floor 5: 26"

Floor 6: 24"

Floor 3: 32"
Floor 7: 10"

Floor 4: 30"
Floor 8: 10"

"10' 6"" excluding first floor (15')
and eighth floor (12')"

13 x 19

20' 2" in one direction; 19' 6" in the
other direction. Spacing varies floor to
floor to the extent that column diameter
varies between floors.
Floor 1: 36"

Floor 2: 36"

Floor 5: 30"

Floor 6: 26"

Floor 3: 34"
Floor 7: 24"
11' 8 (1/4)"

Floor 4: 30"
Floor 8: 18"

Floor 1: 10.5"

Floor 2: 9"

Floor 1: 10.5"

Floor 2: 9"

Floor 5: 8"

Floor 6: 8"

Floor 5: 7.5"

Floor 6: 7.5"

Floor 3: 8.5"
Floor 7: 7"

Floor 1: 400
Floor 3: 250
Floor 7: 200

Windows

8

65,884

Floor 5: 200

Structural condition

278' x 402'

Roof: 50

Floor 4: 8.5"
Floor 8: 6"

Floor 2: 300
Floor 4: 250
Floor 6: 200
Floor 8: 150

Based upon high-level site inspections,
Building 83’s structural system is
robust and in good condition. Some
ponding water has been observed;
however, given the robustness of the
slab reinforcement and their high
original design loads, it is unlikely
that slabs would be compromised to a
significant extent. Depending on the
proposed program, some localized
concrete repair may be required on the
roof. The developer will be expected to
complete due diligence and verify these
preliminary findings.
Only certain first-floor windows are
original to building

Floor 3: 8"

Floor 7: 7.5"
Floor 1: 600
Floor 3: 300
Floor 5: 250
Floor 7: 200
Roof: 30

Floor 4: 8"
Floor 8: 6"

Floor 2: 400
Floor 4: 300
Floor 6: 250
Floor 8: 200

Based upon high-level site inspections,
Building 624’s structural system is
robust and in good condition. Some
ponding water has been observed in
upper levels, attributable to broken or
disconnected drain pipes from the roof;
this is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the structure. The developer
will be expected to complete due
diligence and verify these preliminary
findings.

Existing windows are original to
building
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8. Do you have historical photos of the building?
We will share what photos of the buildings that we have during the RFP stage of this process.
10. How many residential units would you like built?
We will look to our development partners to help us understand how to phase residential units in a
way that matches market demand and supports the development of amenities at the Navy Yard.
11. How does the residential agreement with the Navy impact development in different parts of the
Navy Yard?
Earlier this year, after agreeing with the Navy to a process through which the residential deed
restriction could be selectively lifted at the Navy Yard, we asked the Navy to approve residential
development in the Historic Core, which they did. If we seek to develop residential elsewhere at
the Navy Yard in the future—including in the Mustin District—we would follow this same process
once a planning process with our new partner(s) has completed. There are parts of the Navy
Yard, including areas to the west of Broad Street, where we do not envision future residential
development.
12. What mix of uses would you allow in the existing historic buildings?
We are open to a range of creative ideas and uses that help us accomplish our goals for the Historic
Core. In general, we expect walkable mixed-use development with multifamily, residential,
commercial amenities, and active ground floors.
13. Any estimate on city approval timing once a plan is submitted?
Part of the value that PIDC brings to its development partnerships is its longstanding and productive
relationships with a range of public and private entities, including the City of Philadelphia. PIDC
expects to support its future development partners through the entitlement process to ensure
project success.
Generally, permitting takes six to nine months to achieve full permits, and runs concurrently
with the design process. Rehabilitation of an existing building may have a shorter timeline as
pre-approvals would not be required and few review cycles would likely be necessary to achieve
permitting.
14. Are Phase I and Phase II environmental reports available?
We will make any environmental materials that we possess available during the RFP stage of this
process, though we have not conducted any studies. Prior to transferring the Navy Yard from the
Navy to PIDC, the Navy conducted a variety of environmental investigation in order to provide us
with a deed covenant, required under Section 120(h) of the federal Superfund, warranting that
“all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect to any
such [hazardous] substances remaining on the proper has been take” before the date of transfer.
At the time of transfer, the Navy represented to PIDC that there were no unaddressed comments
from EPA or the PA DEP. Because of the Navy’s prior investigations, PA DEP currently has a set of
environmental reports prepared by the Navy that describe the existing environmental conditions as
would be set forth in a baseline environmental report, required pursuant to Section 305 (b) of Act 2
(which sets forth Pennsylvania’s land recycling program).
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15. Will the cost of any required environmental abatement fall to the development partner(s)?
This would be negotiated as part of the development agreement.
16. Are there any height limits more stringent than the standard zoning limits due to the proximity
to the airport?
CMX-3 zoning has no height limit. The Navy Yard is subject to the Airport Hazard Control Overlay
District, which applies the FAA’s requirements for Philadelphia International Airport to the City
zoning code. Buildings in the Historic Core can be up to 177 feet tall or approximately 12 stories. In
the Mustin District, buildings can be up to 300 feet tall or approximately 21 stories.
17. Are there planned infrastructure improvements that could increase the number of roadways (or
other pathways) to the Navy Yard?
Not currently.
18. Any news on a subway extension?
In March, PennDOT released its Phase 2 Feasibility Study for the Broad Street Line Extension and
concluded that in the near-term, the most useful and cost-effective improvements for Navy Yard
transit will be to create better multimodal access at NRG Station, increase the frequency of the
Navy Yard shuttles to NRG Station and center city, and explore how additional bus routes, bus
rapid transit, and light rail can serve the Navy Yard. We are committed to improving transportation
options at the Navy Yard so that it is convenient and enjoyable to work, live, and visit.
Transportation and connectivity will be critically important elements of the master planning process
that we undertake with our new partners.
19. Is there a master plan for parking or will developers be expected to accommodate all required
parking within their respective project?
We expect to include parking as part of our joint master planning process with our selected
partners. We are interested to explore how the Navy Yard can take advantage of shared parking
solutions in addition to increased transit and mobility options that would reduce the number of
single-occupancy vehicles at the Navy Yard.
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2. Appendix
FIGURE 1. Building 83, historical plans
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2. Appendix
FIGURE 2. Building 624, historical plans
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